
 Group Presentations 



1.
Core idea & 
Message

What do you want other people to 
walk away thinking? What is your 
core message?

What you include in your 
presentation will depend on your 
core message. 

Can you write down your core 
message in one sentence?



2.
Stories & 
Examples

What stories, examples and statistics 
can you use to communicate your core 
message?

Use metaphors, shared experiences 
and stories.

Avoid jargon and explain terms that 
the audience won’t know. 



3.
Curious & 
Interesting

If you make people curious, they will 
want to know more. 

Why is your core idea important or 
interesting? 

Why do you care about this idea? How 
can you make other people care too?



How to 
start?
Grab your audience's attention, start strong!
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Ways to start your talk:
Puzzle: Open with a puzzle that makes your audience curious.

Question: Ask a question that leads to your core message. This could be a 
question you’ve asked yourself, or you are going to answer in your presentation.

Story: Start with a story that links to your core message. It could be about 
someone you’ve interviewed, about yourself or something that has happened in 
the world.

Give away the punch line: Start with the core message and then tell people how 
you got there.
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How to structure your presentation?
Point > Story > Point

▫ Start with your core message, give context, bring it to life, make it urgent
and interesting.

▫ Tell 2-3 stories or examples that reinforce your core message.
▫ End with your core message and why it is important to you and your group.



What to do with 
your slide?
Why use slides:
▫ Helps you paint a picture.
▫ Keeps the audience focused on

what you’re saying.
▫ Visually represents difficult

concepts.
▫ Helps you keep on track with

your talk.

Good slides do the following:
▫ Revelation: something that is hard

to describe
▫ Explanation: show and tell to create

greater curiosity
▫ Wonder: show something beautiful

or amazing

Ideas of what to include on sides:
▫ Full page images
▫ Phrases or Statements
▫ Quotes
▫ Statistics (numbers, percentages

etc)
▫ Graphs 15



Full size images 
are best 
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Multiple images should 
be in  a grid
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Keep titles the same font size
Keep the body text the same font size.
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KEEP THE FONT SIZE BIG
Or people won’t be able to see it at the back
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Use a colour that people can read
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Use spellchec adn proofreed 
you slides
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Keep graphs 
simple and 
accurate
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For more information visit: www.rosalindfranklinstem.com

www.rosalindfranklinstem.com



